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Erica —

Can you include this on file 14-0002-S82 and print for today's 9AM meeting? This article just ran today.

http://www.losangelesregistercom/articles/property-603407-tax-resolution.html

Chipping away at Prop. 13
By JOEL FOX/Contributing Writer

Los Angeles Register

A Los Angeles City Council committee will consider a resolution today that would undo a major part of Proposition 13.The resolution is cloaked in claims of fairness but is clearly nothing more than a call to raise and spend more tax revenue.
Importantly, if moved to the full council and passed, the resolution would underscore the city's reputation as a poor placeto do business while the change in the property tax law promoted by the resolution would add to the city's job woes.
The resolution is part of a statewide effort to change Prop. 13's rules for business property, requiring annual
reassessments for the purpose of increasing taxrevenue.

Submitted by CouncilmanPaul Koretz and supported by three colleagues, the resolution claims that raising property taxeson commercial property will shift the property taxburden from homeowners, renters and small businesses.

By "shifting the taxburden," the proponents simply mean adding more taxes on commercial property. The resolution
doesn't reduce the property tax burden currently put on homeowners. Their "burden" will remain the same but governmentwill take in more taxes.

The resolution complains that because of Prop. 13 ,the state relies too heavily on income and sales taxes. So, does the
resolution call for cutting income and sales taxes while increasing the property tax on business? Not on your life — becausethe resolution is about raising taxes.

The resolution frankly points to a Board of Equalization estimate that reassessing commercial property regularly would
bring in $6 billion annually.

The resolution points out that income and sales tax revenues to government are affected by economic cycles.

However, there is no acknowledgement on the economic effects of annually raising the property taxes on commercialproperty.
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Do the sponsors of the resolution think that business can simply pay increased taxes without raising the cost of goods
and services or cutting jobs? Won't the city budget take a hit in a down economic cycle if regular assessments show a
drop in commercial property value and, thus, a drop in taxes due?

Job growth is a key to the city's prosperity.

As the Los Angeles 2020 Commission pointed out in its report, "A Time for Truth," declaring Los Angeles a "city in
decline," L.A.'s unemployment rate is one of the highest in the nation; the job deficit is not a consequence of the Great
Recession, because L.A. lagged behind in employment over three business cycles since 1990; and Los Angeles "is the
only one of the seven major metropolitan areas in the country to show a net decline in non-farm job employment over the
last decade."

Raising taxes on business property is only going to make the employment situation worse.

A study from professors at Pepperdine University a couple of years ago said a split roll scheme — raising property taxes
only on commercial property — would cost the state nearly 400,000 jobs. Since Los Angeles' job market is the largest in the
state, many of those job losses would occur here.

The resolution proposes to protect small businesses from taxincreases.

Small businesses that rent their workspace in corporate-owned buildings often sign leases, which require them to pay any
property taxincrease. No codicil to a new property tax law would override these protected contracts.

Splitting the property tax law and favoring certain properties would lead to the complex and divisive world of property
classifications for taxpurpos es — deciding which business qualifies as a small business or creating other property
categories.

In Minnesota, so many interests petitioned government for their own property classification at one time there were 68
property classes on the books. Fairness is certainly lost in such a convoluted system.

The property tax shift argument is just a smoke screen for the goal of increasing taxes on business property owners which,
if passed, would stifle the economy and cost Los Angeles more jobs.

Joel Fox is president of the Small Business Action Committee. He is also the editor and co-publisher of Fox and
Hounds Daily.com
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